WHT-630T

10 Year Life THERMISTEK Wireless Interlink Heat Alarm

Wireless Interlink

10 year sealed in power pack
removes the need to replace the batteries

Diameter 132mm
Height 60mm
Weight 204g

Common features

Technical specification

Thermistek predictive technology monitors the rate of
temperature increase and alerts you to the danger quicker.
Thermistor heat sensing element for accuracy, reliability and
stability.

Power

Wirelessly interlink up to 50 Wi-Safe 2 smoke, heat, CO alarms
and accessories on a single network.

Operating temperature

10 year sealed for life battery.

Single button provides ‘test’ and ‘silence’ functions.
Optional locking mechanism on installation.

Technology

Alarm sound level

85dB at 3m

Installation positions

Ceiling

Operating humidity

Up to 90% RH% non-condensing

Operation

Storage temperature
Storage humidity

Class A1, 54°
C - 65°
C
-20°
C to 60°
C

Up to 93% RH non condensing

5 years

Approvals

Third party certified to BS 5446-2:2003 by BSi  

Master pack quantity

Locate feature – When a network of alarms goes into alarm
pressing the test button on any of the units will silence all but    
the initiating alarm.

Max No. of connected
units (network)
Networking

Compatibility
Independently tested
Range
EAN

KM607094
BS 5446-2:2003

DC

Warranty

Class A1 fire detection (54°
C - 65°
C).

Heat alarms are for use in places where a smoke detector is
not suitable, for example where there are high ambient air
temperatures, high humidity or in dusty and dirty environments.
eg: garages, lofts and kitchens.

10 year sealed lithium battery

Thermistek and Wi-Safe 2

Packaging

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR SALES ENQUIRIES:
Tel +44 (0) 2477 717 700 Email sales@sprue.com Website sprue.com

10

50 units  

Multi-directional communication  

Compatible with all products containing
Wi-Safe 2, including use in mixed systems
(ie of mains and battery powered products).

RF standard
ETSI EN 300 220-2 V2.3.2 (2010-02) by TRaC
35m (over 200m in clear air)
0816317002916

Full colour printed cardboard box,
in outer boxes of 10

